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Odenton Town Center Advisory Committee 

Western District Police Station 

8273 Telegraph Road, Odenton, MD  

July 26, 2016 

Meeting Notes 

 
 

Members Present:  Courtney Spangler (Chair), Gordon Groven, Ed Keohane, Matthew 

Korbelak, Kim Madore, Paulette McCree, Bruce McPherson,  

Ex Officio Members:  Claire Louder 

Members Absent:  Antonio Pimentel, Steve Randol, Mary Burkholder 

Visitors:  Matthew Storck, Bob Eitel, Glenn Gunter, Jason Schwier, Harry Sinclair, Jonathan 

Williams, Rex Lloyd 

County Staff:  Mark Wildonger, Mike Fox 

 

Administrative Items: 

The meeting was called to order at 6:35 p.m.  The agenda was approved as circulated.  Mark had 

one correction to the minutes.  On page three, the third sentence under “Public 

Questions/Comments” should be corrected to say “The Grid Streets study will not provide 

recommendations for the intersection.  This will be done as part of the TOD project.” With that 

correction, the minutes were approved. 

 

Odenton Town Center Grid Street Study (Matthew Storck - STV) 

Matthew described the geographical scope of the project which includes Hale St, Nevada Ave., 

Duckens St., and Dare St.  A traffic analysis looked at the complete grid street network, 

including the intersection of MD 175 and Town Center Blvd, but this is not officially part of this 

specific study.  The project involves an existing conditions traffic report, a travel forecasting 

report, and a final transportation analysis of three alternatives.  The first alternative concept, 

which was identified in the 2010 Transportation Study) allows for one way traffic on Hale St. 

(westbound from Town Center Boulevard to Nevada Ave.), Duckens St. (eastbound from 

Nevada Ave. to Town Center Boulevard), and southbound on Baldwin.  The second alternative 

allows two-way traffic throughout the grid street network.  The third alternative incorporates the 

best lane use and traffic control elements of the first two options. 

 

A traffic analysis of existing conditions identified two failing intersections, MD 175/Baldwin Rd. 

and MD 175/Nevada Ave. 

 

The forecasting report projected to the year 2040.  It included all approved developments as well 

as an additional 12 properties that if redeveloped, could potentially impact the study area.  The 

study assumed a regional growth along MD 175 at 1.5% per year.  This resulted in a 47% 

increase in traffic along MD 175, which means traffic along MD 175 would be grid locked.  

Matthew explained that once a driver hits these delays, it becomes intolerable and the driver 

seeks other options like other routes, mode shift, or travelling at different times. Based on 

Guidance from SHA, STV constrained traffic along MD 175 so no individual movement delay 
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was greater than 200 seconds, which they felt was the threshold for drivers.  Under the 

constrained 2040 conditions, without any geometric improvements to the grid streets but with 

additional signals, there were still levels of service (LOS) E and F at most intersections in the 

afternoon, and in the morning at Town Center Boulevard. 

 

STV developed schematic design alternatives to alleviate traffic.  Alternative 1 changed the 

number of lanes, added signals, and established certain one-way streets.  The projected traffic in 

2040 will still be LOS E or F at five intersections.  Ed clarified these results are still based on the 

constrained analysis.  Alternative 2 allowed two-way traffic and provided for left hand turn lanes 

on MD 175.  This resulted in only three LOS F intersections.  Alternative 3, which combines the 

best elements of Alternatives 1 and 2, resulted in two intersections at LOS E, and still a LOS F in 

the morning at Town Center Boulevard.  Matthew explained additional strategies could be 

employed to alleviate traffic. 

 

Matthew described the typical road sections for Dare St. and Hale St. will have a 6’ sidewalk, 4’ 

planter, 8’ parking lane, and 12’ travel lane.  Nevada Ave. will have a 10’ shared use path on the 

west side, 4’ planter, 8’ parking lane (off-peak)/12’ travel lane (peak) and a 12’ travel lane.  The 

east side of Nevada Ave. will have the same travel/parking lanes, but instead of a shared use 

path, there will be a 4’ planter and 6’ sidewalk. 

 

Matthew noted the TOD project may impact the timing of construction of the grid streets.  

MDOT plans to use the Odenton Volunteer Fire Department parking lot for temporary parking 

while the parking lot at the train station is under development.  MDOT is tentatively planning to 

use the Fire Department site beginning in January 2017 for approximately three years.  If the grid 

streets are ready to be redesigned, that portion of Nevada Ave. might be delayed. 

 

The next steps for the study include completing and submitting the schematic design report, 

selecting a preferred alternative, final design, advertisement and final construction. 

 

Ed asked what the ultimate extent of the project scope.  Matthew said it included the grid streets 

and a couple other intersections of the grid streets with MD 175.  Ed asked what the constraint 

was based on, specifically if the 1.5% growth rate overloaded the system and the study backed 

into the constrained model, what was the growth rate or percent increase in traffic.  Matthew said 

they changed the volume traveling through MD 175 until the delays hit 200 seconds at each 

intersection.  Matthew will follow up regarding the specific percent increase in traffic and/or 

growth rate.  Ed asked what Matthew’s thoughts were on when the preferred alternative (after 

construction) would begin to fail.  Matthew thought before 2040, but was unsure. 

 

Courtney asked why the sidewalks were planned to be 6’ when the Master Plan requires 10’.  

Mark and Matthew explained the sidewalk will include the street trees (4’ wide) making the 

entire width 10’.  Ed asked if 4’ wide would be enough, given the industry standard is shifting to 

6’.  Matthew said he would defer to the County for any changes. 

 

Courtney asked about the timeline for next steps.  Matthew said the final traffic report and 

schematic would be submitted to the County in two to three weeks.  They would then meet with 
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the County to select and confirm the preferred alternative.  Work on final design would then 

begin.  Matthew thought it was too early to say when advertisement and construction would 

begin. 

 

Ed asked if the County has obtained the rights of way.  Matthew said no and that acquisition is a 

critical part of the path. 

 

Claire stated there was no outreach to stakeholders.  She emphasized that stakeholders have 

some of the best knowledge in the area and felt outreach should have occurred so the planning 

doesn’t happen in a vacuum. 

 

Ed asked if the public utility easements were included in the design.  Matthew said they have not 

been incorporated into the design at this point. 

 

Matthew Korbelak asked how any planned roads would influence the study, for example 

Odenton Ave. on the eastern side of the core.  Matthew Storck said only the proposed Town 

Center Boulevard was figured into the study.  Matthew Korbelak wondered how any change the 

design of the grid streets, like making Nevada Ave. or Dare St. a cul-de-sac might change the 

traffic analysis. 

 

Bruce asked why the roads and portions of roads south of MD 175 were included.  Claire said 

those roads aid in traffic flow.  She also mentioned that future development on some sites should 

be included in the analysis. 

 

Public Questions/Comments: 

Bob asked if any of the 12 potential development sites that fed into the traffic analysis were 

immediately north of the Novus development.  Mark said the potential development was on the 

western side of Nevada Ave., across from the Novus development.  It was emphasized that these 

potential developments may not be built for another five years.  Matthew said MD 175 is 

constrained by SHA in order to maintain a pedestrian scale in the core area.  Traffic flow could 

increase by the function of lane use, phasing traffic signals, and turn lanes in the median.  For the 

purpose of the Schematic Design effort, and without know the SHA’s plans, improvements to 

MD 175 were assumed to only occur on the north side. 

 

Jason asked what assumptions were made for forecasting traffic along Town Center Boulevard 

after it’s extended.  Matthew said other studies were done that looked at traffic volumes on major 

thoroughfares, current development, and capacity.  Some speculation is that Town Center 

Boulevard may be used as thoroughfare.  Considering the capacity constraint at the MD 175 

intersection, however, the increase in traffic along Town Center Boulevard may be reduced. 

 

Glenn stated the real issue is MD 175 and how it will not get better.  He felt the grid streets will 

do what they are supposed to do, but drivers will always have to contend with traffic on MD 175.  

Glenn and other members of the public felt Odenton Ave. may help, but it isn’t funded so may 

not be a realistic option at this point.  Matthew clarified that they are not overlooking the 

situation on MD 175, but rather had to design a constrained model in order to even evaluate the 
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traffic.   Claire added that despite these traffic issues now, the OTC may be ripe for a shared 

economy (ex. shared cars) due to the proposed TOD and vision for the area. Glenn mentioned 

about 50% of commuters that use the MARC parking lot are driving less than two miles.  Claire 

agreed that there need to be better connections to the immediate area to shift the mode of those 

users from a car to something else.  She suggested how a circulator system would be a great idea 

to capture local riders and connect them to the points of interest in the area. 

 

Jason said some residents of Town Center Commons have requested assistance from SHA to 

study the intersections in their neighborhood (Town Center Boulevard, Hale St., MD 175).  Jason 

wondered if the Grid Streets study could be helpful to SHA’s study. 

 

Claire added that not including the stakeholders and development community in studies not only 

means the study may not have all the facts, but also the developers may not know what amount 

of land is left to develop after rights of way requirements.  Courtney asked how the process can 

be improved.  Claire said the committee should continue to ask questions and ask for more 

information.  The Committee may also want to revisit the budget, think about how to be 

proactive, and set priorities. 

 

General Public Comment: 

Claire announced the Chamber will be hosting their annual Tour and Taste event on September 

22
nd

 at 1:30pm at Maryland Live. 

 

Jason provided an update on semi-private amenities at West 32.  He shared that two Town 

Center Commons residents asked about public use of the pool and the gym.  On each occasion, 

they were quoted two different prices - $800 and $1,000 per person per year, irrespective of age.  

As a comparison, he said based on daily fees and the length the pool is open, a seasonal pass at 

an Anne Arundel County pool would cost less than $600 per person.  Jason was curious if when 

the development was approved, was the language in the approval letter specific to ensure prices 

were of fair market value and reasonable.  Members of the community felt West 32 may be 

complying with the letter of the law and not the spirit of the law.  Jason asked what the penalty is 

if they are not adhering to the agreement. 

 

Bob shared the amount of resources that have gone into the development of Town Center 

Boulevard, especially given its complexity.  Claire announced the Committee is invited to the 

groundbreaking for Town Center Boulevard at 9:30am on Thursday (7/28). 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 7:46.  The next meeting is scheduled for August 30, 2016. 
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